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tant. In general, CO2 degradation, longterm sequestration, and conversion into
polymerized species with larger building
blocks are the most promising strategies.
Also more specific approaches as recently
exemplified in artificial photosynthesis[1]
or microbial fixation[2] are highly awarded,
although offering yet only minor
contributions for reducing anthropogenic
emissions. Sequestration of CO2 in geological formations is the most mature technology, applicable on large scales. Captured
CO2 introduced into saline aquifers,[3,4]
nonmineable coalbeds,[5,6] or depleted
hydrocarbon reservoirs[7–9] is permanently
stored in confined reservoirs. The major
risk associated with geological storage is
CO2 leakage,[10] by slow diffusion through
the caprock,[11,12] or through persistent
permeable pathways such as tectonic faults in the bedrock.[13]
Leakage rates of less than 0.1% are required for a technologically
viable storage.[14]
Mineralization reactions of CO2 with surrounding calcium-,
magnesium-, or iron-rich bedrock components hence forming
solid carbonates are believed to be an effective way of preventing leakage. This strategy has been demonstrated recently
as extraordinarily successful using basaltic and ultramafic
bedrocks passivating CO2 by rapid carbonation under mild
hydrothermal conditions.[15–19] Apart from the globally frequent
occurrence of this rock type, the reaction with the alkaline rock
components, such as CaO, MgO, and FeO, is promoted with the
formation of stable carbonate minerals. The extraordinary reactivity with CO2 is predetermined by the low silica content and
even significantly enhanced in the presence of water if compared to any sedimentary bedrock rich in silicate minerals.[20–24]
An equivalent carbonation process aims for an enhanced
energy efficiency using CO2 as reactive gas in thermochemical
energy storage (TCES) systems. Reverting a reversible endothermic chemical reaction, stored excess heat can be liberated
on demand by the adequate back-reaction. Metal oxides have
been reported to react exothermically with moderately pressurized CO2 under humid conditions, forming the corresponding
carbonates at relatively low temperatures.[25] Apart from sustainable binding of gaseous CO2 permanently stored in the form of
stable solid carbonates, the carbonation reaction is strongly exothermic, which enables the heat of reaction to be used for other
purposes in the sense of TCES.[26]

The pressure effect on the carbonation behavior of CaO as model compound
is studied under mild hydrothermal conditions, as relevant to sustainable
geological CO2 sequestration and for potential utilization in thermochemical
energy storage. Reaction yields are determined experimentally by means of in
situ powder X-ray diffraction using CaO powder samples in a controlled reaction
with CO2 under gas pressures between 1.0 and 5.0 MPa and at temperatures
between 298 and 373 K. The results show a two-step conversion of CaO to
CaCO3, involving Ca(OH)2 as a reactive intermediate, with differing influences
of the microstructures on the individual reaction sub-steps. A kinetic evaluation
of the experimental data delivers a high rate-enhancing effect of temperature on
the hydration reaction, whereas the CaCO3 formation is strongly dependent on
the available CO2 gas pressure. With this systematic investigation the optimal
pressure and temperature conditions for this reaction system can be determined
delivering a contribution to a sustainable climate and energy management.

1. Introduction
Global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are seen as the main
driving force of human-induced climate changes and need to
be reduced to meet climate goals. Combustion processes liberating CO2 are currently insufficiently decreased, thus carbon
capture and storage (CCS) is becoming increasingly imporG. Gravogl, Prof. C. L. Lengauer, Prof. R. Miletich
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Since CaO is an essential component for both technological
applications, the pressure dependency of the relevant carbonation reaction under hydrous conditions was in the focus of this
study. Liu et al.[27] provide a comprehensive and detailed overview on the use of CaO as capture material and its performance
enhancement for cyclic CO2 capture. In particular, performanceenhancing treatments by means of chemical substitution and
element doping,[28–30] the effect of hydration and the catalytic
activity of water and related species have been considered.[31–33]
It also includes thermal treatment of the material and changes
of the physical properties, which are extensively discussed in
literature.[34–36] A more recent review by Sun et al.[37] focuses
aside from the already mentioned procedures on the improvement of various synthesis methods of CaO adsorbents[38–40] and
surface modifications with various acids.[41,42] The influence
of the CO2 partial pressure on the carbonation of CaO is also
discussed. Various studies confirm an increase in the carbon
capture capacity of synthetic CaO adsorbents in the range from
0.01 to 9.0 MPa.[43–45] Interestingly, the capture capacity of CaO
samples obtained from natural limestone is less influenced by
increased CO2 partial pressure.[46–48] Attempts to improve the
poor cycling stability of this reaction system by switching the
partial CO2 pressure instead of temperature failed, however,
due to sintering caused by elevated temperatures.[49,50]
In the present study CaO was chosen deliberately as a model
compound in order to investigate its carbonation behavior in
the low temperature regime under water saturation. As the
investigated temperature regime is not relevant for TCES applications the focus of this study lies on the systematic investigation of the reaction at different temperatures and pressures and
its potential for CCS applications.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Reaction Yields from In Situ Experiments
Using CaO-H2O-CO2 as the model system, powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) allows an in situ observation of the involved
crystalline phases under variation of the CO2 gas pressure
(p(CO2)), the temperature (T), and the available H2O content
inside the reaction chamber. p was confined by the bottle pressures of compressed CO2 gas in cylinders with p ≤ 5.5 MPa,
which is an equivalent of 150–200 m depth in earth.[51] With
respect to the CO2-mineralization in basaltic rocks at shallow
depths, the herein investigated temperature range with 298 K ≤
T ≤ 373 K matches realistic conditions.[19]
A notable reactivity of the investigated metal oxides has
been observed for TCES already at ambient T,[52] whereas
p within this range has been recently reported to have a pronounced influence on the carbonation rate of various alkaline
earth oxides.[25] In this study here no other than the known
d-spacings of cubic rocksalt-type CaO, brucite-type Ca(OH)2,
and rhombohedral CaCO3 have been attributed to the recorded
diffractograms. The individual diffraction images are primarily
characterized by the sharp diffraction lines of the crystalline
phases of the sample material and show only insignificant
parasitic diffraction effects originating from components of the
reaction chamber (cf. Figure 1). Details on the crystallography
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of the phases involved and complementary information on relevant physical properties are provided in Table S1, Text S1, and
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
Preliminary reference experiments with variations of the
CaO sample type, complementary tests with anhydrous CO2
or humidification using N2 instead of CO2 were also carried
out. In addition, individual long-term measurements were performed in order to obtain information on potential changes of
the reaction yields beyond the standard duration. Details on the
results of these measurements are summarized in Text S2 and
in the series of Figures S2–S10 in the Supporting Information.
2.2. Initial CaO to Ca(OH)2 Hydration
In none of the time series CaO was carbonated directly and
the formation of CaCO3 always occurred through intermediate Ca(OH)2,[53,54] which therefore has often been used as a
direct starting material for the formation of CaCO3 in earlier
studies.[55,56] The reactivity of CaO with H2O was found to follow
both the quantity of the available CaO and the concentration of
Ca(OH)2, which in turn is strongly dependent on the reaction
rate of the subsequent carbonation step. Any attempt to initiate the reaction in an anhydrous system failed (cf. Figure S2,
Supporting Information), while the observed initial hydration
was even observed under N2 atmosphere without significant
differences when compared to the start of the reaction using
CO2 as pressurizing agent (cf. Figure 2 and Figures S3 and S4,
Supporting Information).
Figure 2 shows the Ca(OH)2 phase content and its variation
with time, as affected by the rates of the initial CaO hydration
and the subsequent Ca(OH)2 carbonation. Comparing the relative Ca(OH)2 phase proportions at various T only for the lowest T
(= 298 K, 323 K) the conversion of CaO to Ca(OH)2 can be resolved
properly by the length of the time increments, while at higher T
(= 348 K, 373 K) the initial reaction step is apparently too fast. Due
to the decreased reaction rate for the CaO-Ca(OH)2 conversion
at low T, it allows in particular at 298 K (Figure 2a) to differentiate the influence of the two individual parts, with the decrease
of Ca(OH)2 getting more pronounced as p(CO2) is increasing. As
a consequence of slow Ca(OH)2 yield from the initial hydration
step, no significant Ca(OH)2 fractions can build up due to the fast
conversion to the carbonate phase at p(CO2) ≥ 3.0 MPa.
In general, the p effect on just the hydration step appears to
have a minor influence compared to T. Nevertheless, increasing
p(CO2) marginally accelerates the formation of Ca(OH)2, as
proven by different runs using N2 as an inert p medium during
hydration (cf. Figure S3, Supporting Information). This is most
likely attributed to the higher H2O transportation rate within
the system under pressure. Once the actual carbonation process gets triggered after reaching a critical quantity of Ca(OH)2,
the Ca(OH)2 content in the sample is immediately decreased
again. The lack of detectable Ca(OH)2 fractions in the low T
series (Figure 2a,b) originates from the fact that the carbonation reaction accelerated to such an extent, that the intermediate Ca(OH)2 phase is consumed within a shorter time than
resolved in this experiment.
In contrast, T reveals the expected significant impact on
the reaction rate, as exemplified by a 90% conversion within
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Figure 1. a) Single-frame detector image recorded with a Pilatus 300 K pixel detector for 120 s exposure time at the time interval 600–720 s after having
initiated the reaction of CaO with H2O + CO2. b) Time series of integrated powder diffraction profiles within recorded 5°–45° 2θ range as derived from
individual single-frame images in a sequence of 17 subsequent measurements within the time period 0–2.04 × 103 s. c) Conversion plots showing
relative mass fractions in wt% for each 120 s time interval in a time series of 29 subsequent measurements within 3.48 × 103 s. Vertical error bars correspond to the uncertainties of ±3.0 wt% for determining the mass fractions by means of Rietveld refinement.

less than 480 s already at 323 K. This observation agrees well
with the results reported in earlier studies where a notable rate
enhancement for the CaO hydration by increasing T and the
H2O partial pressure was observed.[57] When increasing T, a
stronger differentiation appears for different p(CO2) conditions
with an inverse relationship between p and T with respect to
the Ca(OH)2 proportion in the sample. Increasing p(CO2) was
found in general to decrease the remaining Ca(OH)2 fraction,
which is apparently consumed by the formation of the carbonate phase. At higher T, the conversion from the hydroxide
to the carbonate appears to be incomplete thus raising the
question of a possible kinetic inhibition of the carbonation step.
2.3. Carbonation from Ca(OH)2 to CaCO3
The CaCO3 formation recorded in the time sequences (Figure 3)
is complementary to the observed Ca(OH)2 mass fraction
Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2021, 2100022
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(Figure 2). The positive effect of p(CO2) is obvious from the
data at 298 K (Figure 3a), thus revealing increasing p(CO2) to
significantly enhance the rate of carbonate formation. These
finding fits together well with those relating to the observed
Ca(OH)2 fractions, which are reduced to almost insignificant
trace contents corresponding to the rapid reaction conversion
through CO2 to the carbonate.
However, the circumstances change under elevated temperatures (323 K), where at low p(CO2) (i.e., 1.0–3.0 MPa) only
partial carbonation (mass fractions < 20 wt%) was achieved,
whereas at p(CO2) of 4.0 and 5.0 MPa maximum carbonation
rates have been observed, thus resulting in full conversion of
Ca(OH)2 to CaCO3. At even higher T (348, 373 K), a complete
reaction conversion could not be achieved in any of the time
series up to ≈3.6 × 103 s and the observed mass fractions yield
values below ≈35 wt% for CaCO3. Nevertheless, in both experimental series recorded at 348 and 373 K (Figure 3c,d) there is
a clear trend toward higher carbonation, which directly scales
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Figure 2. Time series of the relative Ca(OH)2 mass fractions under p(CO2) variation (1.0–5.0 MPa) at various T: a) 298 K, b) 323 K, c) 348 K, and d) 373 K.

with increasing p(CO2), though it never exceeds ≈35 wt%
CaCO3. Using the preceding CaO-Ca(OH)2 reaction to explain
the incomplete conversion appears inappropriate, since for all
series the formation of intermediate Ca(OH)2 is fast and identical. The benefit of the even faster carbonation reaction seems
no longer valid at higher T, as the carbonation reaction remains
incomplete and an apparent equilibrium between Ca(OH)2 and
CaCO3 is established without any further changes within the
time length of the individual series indicating a kinetic inhibition of the reaction. This finding is further reinforced as the
carbonation rates are even higher at low T than at high T when
comparing the data at equivalent p conditions (Figure S5, Supporting Information).
A concise mechanism for the formation of carbonates by
reaction with gaseous CO2 and the crucial role of H2O in this
process of carbonation is still pending.[58] In particular, the
interaction of hydrous species with respect to the conversion
from CO2 to CO32– is under discussion. A common explanation is given by the formation of intermediate carbonic acid
H2CO3, reacting in form of an acid-base reaction with Ca(OH)2
(Equation (1))
H2 O + CO2  H2 CO3
H2 CO3 + Ca (OH)2  CaCO3 + 2H2 O
Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2021, 2100022
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The hypothesis about carbonic acid as a vital lynch pin for the
carbonate formation is supported by reports on carbonic acid
proven on CaCO3 mineral particles in tropospheric clouds.[59]
Moreover, H2CO3 has been stabilized under p, both as a solid
but also in aqueous solutions.[60] Experimental data for the CO2
solubility[61,62] and the calculated[63] solubilities corresponding
to the conditions in this study reveal a negative T and a positive
p dependency, which matches the carbonate conversion rates
found in this study.
2.4. Microstructural Effects
Although apparently contradictory in a first glance, the experiments produce a coherent picture if considering the structurerelated factors influencing the reaction progress. As typical for
a noncatalytic gas–solid reaction on an interface, apart from I)
external and internal mass transport and II) adsorption capabilities of the gaseous species, III) the formation of the product
through surface reaction, and IV) diffusion of the reactant
through any product layer must be considered.[64] Internal mass
transport occurs predominately through pores and along grain
boundaries, most likely to a lesser extent by intracrystalline diffusion. External mass transport is negligible, as both H2O and
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. Time series of the relative CaCO3 mass fractions under p(CO2) variation (1.0–5.0 MPa) at various T: a) 298 K, b) 323 K, c) 348 K, and d) 373 K.

CO2 are available in sufficient quantities, as demonstrated by
the fast conversion rates. Because H2O was actually present
in its liquid state in the reaction chamber, also effects of carbonation under aqueous conditions have to be considered. The
first one is the dissolution of CO2 in H2O resulting in a mildly
acidic environment liberating HCO3– and CO32– ions V), which
are considered as reactive species within this carbonation process.[65] As this effect is the most relevant for the observations
gained in this study, the role of H2CO3 for the carbonation of
Ca(OH)2 is discussed earlier in detail. The effects of leaching of
divalent metal ions from a mineral matrix VI) and subsequent
precipitation of the corresponding carbonates VII) are discussed later. Generally, the leaching of metal ions from silicates
is supposed to be the rate determining step in CCS.[65]
The existence of Ca(OH)2 as an intermediate phase and
transient state during carbonation cannot only be explained
by the extremely fast reaction of the CaO (100)-surface with
H2O[66] but also volume work and structural changes must be
considered. The latter involves major differences in the polyhedral connectivities and the degree of polymerization between
CaO6 building units, structurally determined elastic properties
and preferred cleavage, but also large differences of the molar
volumes due to the uptake of H2O and CO2 as structural
components (cf. Text S1, Figure S1, and Table S1, Supporting
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Information). Considering the uptake of H2O and CO2, the
volume expansion is significant (i.e., the 54.49 Å3 volume fraction per Ca atom in Ca(OH)2 and 61.51 Å3/Ca in CaCO3 compared to 27.95 Å3/Ca in CaO) thus manifesting volume work by
a factor of 1.9 for Ca(OH)2 and 2.2 for CaCO3 relative to that
of CaO. Although the extent of volume compression is small
within the experimental p range, relative compressibilities
(bulk moduli B0 are 110 GPa for CaO,[67] 33 GPa for Ca(OH)2,[68]
and 73.5 GPa for CaCO3[69]) are indicative for the mechanical
stabilization at elevated p.
Volume-related changes of the microstructure must be considered referring to the above-mentioned volume work. Accordingly, the growth of Ca(OH)2 particles reduces the original
effective pore widths at the particle interfaces as shown in the
scheme in Figure 4. As a consequence, the permeability for
molecular reactants gets reduced and diffusion at grain boundaries and along pore cavities will be significantly hampered.
As crystallization is promoted by T, this would explain the
observed rate reduction for the carbonation step at elevated T,
accompanied by the reduction of the relative permeability compared to less compacted initial CaO starting material.
The increase in volume from CaO to Ca(OH)2 is substantial (+88.9% at ambient conditions), which causes significant
mechanical stress at the interface between the Ca(OH)2 reaction
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 5. Long time series of up to 12 × 103 s on the reaction progress in
the system CaO-H2O-CO2 at 348 K and 5 MPa. After a quick initial hydration within less than 400 s, partial carbonation takes place, which appears
to be stable and finally lasts for more than 2 h (≈ 8000 s). The complete
carbonation step ultimately takes place with a considerable time delay
and suggests an associated microstructural change involved.

Figure 4. Schematic sequence of the reaction pathway and the microstructural changes involved. a) Loose-packed CaO particles as starting
material. b) CaO particles (gray) start reacting to Ca(OH)2 (green) at
grain boundaries (c) particles fully hydrated to Ca(OH)2. d) Ca(OH)2 particles (green) with a CaCO3 reaction rim (pink). e) Fully carbonated CaCO3
particles. The image detail shows a single grain with i) corresponding
tensile (blue) and compressive (red) stress components at the interface
between CaO (= core) and Ca(OH)2 (= rim), ii) the structural loss of cohesion originating from the mechanical stress and the formation of cracks
(red arrow) inside the CaO cores, and iii) preferred hydration proceeding
along these fracture-plane pathways into the interior of the fragmented
crystal grain.

rim and the unreacted CaO core (cf. (i) in Figure 4). This large
volume mismatch leads to tensile stress on the unreacted core,
from which the loss of structural cohesion and mechanical
fragmentation originate (cf. (ii) in Figure 4). This in turn accelerates the progress of hydration of the unreacted CaO core (cf.
(iii) in Figure 4).
The equivalent effect can be expected for the subsequent carbonation only that the volume increase from Ca(OH)2 to CaCO3
is just ≈12.8%. Accordingly, the comparable stress components at
the interface are significantly lower and might be compensated
to a large extent by elastic deformation of the crystal lattices,
thus preserving the microstructure in a mechanically metastable state with CaCO3 rims around unreacted Ca(OH)2 cores
(cf. Figure 4d). Moreover, the fact that Ca(OH)2 in the grain
cores has the larger compressibility compared to CaCO3, the
volume mismatch can be easier compensated at higher p. This
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supports from a perspective of relative lattice properties the role
of Ca(OH)2 as intermediate, the activation barrier to shift the
equilibrium in the one or other direction being comparably low.
That would at least explain the coexistence of the two phases in
a certain ratio over a long period of time in the diagrams of Figures 2 and 3. And also, that at higher T the formation of the protective carbonate layer surrounding the Ca(OH)2 cores is forced.
At high p conditions the p(CO2) is high enough to facilitate diffusion through the carbonate surface layer and to diffuse fast
enough through the particles, respectively. Due to the enhanced
reaction rates at elevated T, a thick protective carbonate layer is
formed preventing CO2 from further carbonation (cf. Figure 3).
This phenomenon is also regularly observed in high T carbonation of CaO for TCES applications.[70] Many studies focus
on performance enhancing treatments of the fast, initial stage
of carbonation to achieve better reaction yields before the reaction enters the diffusion controlled stage. This is either done
by raw material treatments like doping,[71] or optimizing the
calcination conditions,[72] but also the effects of T and p(CO2)
on the carbonation are investigated in this context. Similar to
the observation within this study, increased p(CO2) significantly
accelerates the reaction kinetics of the carbonation step.[73]
The microstructural bottleneck of a protective layer appears
to be rate determining for the carbonation under hydrous conditions, being identical to those described for SrO and BaO.[74]
CaO behaves in an equivalent fashion (cf. Figure 5), where after
rapid initial hydration and a subsequent carbonation step to
≈40 wt% CaCO3 the reaction appears to remain stable for a considerable time, but ultimately the reaction was continued finally
yielding 100 wt% CaCO3. The delayed loss of cohesion and the
associated relaxation of the stress at the interface then trigger
a comparable development, delayed by the metastable maintenance of the microstructure. The spontaneous process can
easily be explained by the fact that both phases involved have a
pronounced cleavability, which then leads to a comparable fragmentation of the crystallographic structures.
The proposed mechanism of partial fragmentation of the
protective carbonate layer, opening new diffusion pathways
and finally leading to a full carbonation of the unreacted core
is supported by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures
after the experiments (cf. Figure 6). Figure 6a,b shows a fully
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Figure 6. SEM images after various experimental series, showing fully carbonated samples a) after the long time series (12 × 103 s) at 5 MPa and 348 K
and b) after the short time experiment (3.6 × 103 s) at 5 MPa and 298 K as well as partly carbonated samples after the short time experiments (3.6 × 103 s)
at c) 5 MPa and 348 K and d) 5 MPa and 373 K. Compared to the clean surface in pictures (c) and (d), the more irregular surface in pictures (a) and
(b) indicates a partly fragmentation of the carbonate layer opening new diffusion pathways, leading to a carbonation of the unreacted core.

converted sample (100 wt% CaCO3) after the long time series
(12 × 103 s) at 5 MPa and 348 K and a short time experiment
(3.6 × 103 s) at 5 MPa and 298 K, respectively. In Figure 6c,d,
the samples after the short time experiments at 5 MPa and c)
348 K and d) 373 K are shown, representing only partly conversion to CaCO3 at the end of the experimental series. In both
cases typical rhombohedral calcite crystal can be seen, but in
comparison the surface of the partly converted samples appears
to be cleaner and smoother, indicating an intact and nondisturbed carbonate layer. In contrast, the fully converted samples
show a more irregular surface with small aggregates between
the regular calcite crystals, which is addressed to the proposed
partial fragmentation of the carbonate layer, leading to the
observed aggregates on the surface.
Regnault et al.[75] investigated the carbonation of Ca(OH)2
with supercritical CO2 at 16 MPa and temperatures of up to
472 K in the presence of liquid water. The therein reported
conversion to CaCO3 matches the results obtained from the
low T, high p experiments in this study quite well. They postulated a dissolution and precipitation mechanism, as they
found no indication of a protective carbonate layer formed on
the Ca(OH)2 surface. This explanation seems not valid for the
herein presented carbonation behavior at high T, as the results
clearly indicate a kinetic inhibition of the reaction, thus raising
the question whether the supercritical CO2, the different p,T
Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2021, 2100022
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conditions or a combination of both prevent a passivation of the
reactive surface.
2.5. Kinetic Evaluation
In order to derive the kinetics of the carbonation reaction, the
hydration to Ca(OH)2 as first step (Equation (2))
CaO + H2O  Ca ( OH)2

(2)

and the carbonation as second step (Equation (3))
Ca ( OH)2 + CO2  CaCO3 + H2O

(3)

are treated separately. The conversion data were processed based
on the tensor nonparametric kinetics method, obtaining the
effect of selected variables on the reaction rate dα/dt through
description with the general kinetic equation (Equation (4))
dα
= f (α ) k (T ) h ( p)
dt

(4)

f(α) represents the effect of conversion α, k(T) the effect of
temperature T, and h(p) the effect of the partial pressure p. The
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Figure 7. Kinetic model of the reaction in terms of the general kinetic equation with f(α) showing the effect of conversion, k(T) the effect of T and
h(p) the effect of p on the reaction rate d(α)/dt. a) Hydration part CaO → Ca(OH)2 and b) carbonation part Ca(OH)2 → CaCO3. Vertical error bars
correspond to the standard deviation of the calculated values.

theoretical background for the applied method is described
in refs. [76,77]. With this approach it is possible to extract the
effects of k and h for each of the hydration (k1 and h1) and the
carbonation (k2 and h2) reaction parts, with provided values
within their 95% confidence intervals.
For the hydration reaction part (Figure 7a) the data yield
a very pronounced effect of T, resulting in an increase of the
conversion rate by a factor of 3.76 ± 0.94 for the T increase
from 298 to 373 K. On the other hand, the effect of p is less
pronounced and the conversion rate decreases between 1.0 and
5.0 MPa only marginally by a factor of 0.86 ± 0.21. Since the
confidence interval of this factor includes 1, the p effect on the
hydration reaction is statistically not significant. It can therefore be concluded that the hydration is almost independent on
p(CO2). Although the T dependency is not strictly linear, the
average conversion rate increases with T thus indicating the
T sensibility of the reaction. The peak conversion rate (dα1/dt)
at 40% conversion increases at a rate of 0.32 ± 0.12 s–1 K–1 following a simple linear regression, assuming that the variation
with p is negligible (h(p) = 2.96 ± 0.15). These results confirm
the promotion of the reaction process with increasing T and
higher hydration rates at elevated T, as already described in
refs. [54,57,66]. The shape of the conversion dependency is typical for a nucleation and growth process in the solid particles.[78]
The second step, i.e., the carbonation reaction part (Figure 7b),
is in contrast strongly p dependent with a rate increase by a
factor of 5.89 ± 2.12 in the range from 1.0 to 5.0 MPa. The effect
of T is associated with a high degree of uncertainty because
only data on two T points are available due to the incomplete
conversion to CaCO3 at high T. It appears that the effect of T is
statistically not significant (factor: 1.1 ± 0.18) and, moreover, the
effect of conversion does not match any of the typical models.[78]
The average increase of the peak conversion rate (dα2/dt) at
Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2021, 2100022
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40% conversion can be quantified by a linear fit, which yields
2.56 ± 0.67 × 10–6 s–1 Pa–1. A shift of the reaction equilibrium
toward the side of the reaction products can be clearly seen, with
a recognizable acceleration of the reaction rate with increasing
p(CO2), which was also observed in earlier studies.[73]

3. Conclusions and Implications
All individual runs within the experimental series show that the
carbonation of CaO in excess of water follows a pathway, which
involves intermediate Ca(OH)2. This confirms the inevitably necessary presence of H2O for the course of the carbonation reaction, as stated by various earlier studies.[27,31,32] The reaction was
found to proceed in two-step fashion at all investigated p,T conditions. Our findings provide no evidence for any carbonation
under anhydrous conditions, even under maximum p(CO2), thus
following the assumption that Ca(OH)2 is a prerequisite for the
reaction with CO2.[53,54] At the given time resolution it was possible to resolve the hydration from the carbonation steps and to
evaluate the influence of p and T independently under the given
H2O saturation. It turns out that the effect of T particularly influences the hydration sub-step (with a variation of ∂k1/∂T = 0.032
± 0.001 s–1 K–1), while its influence on the carbonation sub-step
is very small. This confirms the earlier findings on the CaO-toCa(OH)2 conversion with the preferred binding of H2O molecules
on the (100) surfaces of rock-salt type CaO particles,[66] which in
turn also represent the cleavage face of CaO. Great attention must
be paid to these mechanical properties, as the huge volume difference between the particle-coating hydroxide product and the unreacted anhydrous cores means that the CaO particles are expected
to fragment along these faces and consequently the rapid conversion and the significant T dependency appear plausible.
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While the hydration step is only marginally influenced by
p(CO2), there is a significant variation for the carbonation step
yielding ∂h2/∂p = 5.0 ± 0.9 × 10–7 s–1 Pa–1 from the linear fit. An
explanation for this p dependency could be the easier stabilization of H2CO3 under high p,[60] which should play a major
role at the interface structure with respect to the conversion of
linear CO2 molecules to trigonal-planar CO32– units due to their
steric similarity. Nevertheless, the volume differences are much
smaller between Ca(OH)2 particle cores and particle-covering
protective CaCO3 layer, which is why the structure at the interface can be mechanically stabilized to some extent. At a given
ratio of ≈2:1 the unreacted Ca(OH)2 cores are protected by the
encasing CaCO3 layer from a progress of the reaction, unless
recrystallization and relaxation of supposed stress occur spontaneously such as observed in other studies.[74]
The p dependency of the carbonation from a hydrated
starting material has to be considered for any hydrous system,
including mineral reactions of silicates exhibiting a low degree
of silicate polymerization. Although the conversion rates should
not compare directly with the ones observed in the system
CaO-H2O-CO2 here in this study, one can expect comparable
acceleration of the sub-step involving binding of CO2 into solid
carbonates. With respect to potential silicate phases, such as
orthosilicate minerals occurring in basaltic and ultramafic rocks,
the rate-determining part is the degradation of the silicate to
any hydrated intermediate form, which is the starting point for
a similar sub-step as observed for Ca(OH)2 to CaCO3 in this
study. With reference to the well-known stabilization of carbonic
acid under nonambient conditions, the positive effect of pressure seems to be plausible. Nevertheless, the microstructure
including aspects of particle sizes, porosities, and the size of
active surfaces are certainly the overriding determinants for the
reaction rates. Independent on the other components involved,
the demand for sufficient water activity is crucial for the timing
of the CO2 sequestration process and the enhancement of mineralization rates. Similar implications as mentioned for geological CO2 sequestration apply for thermochemical energy
storage applications. Compared to nature there is the advantage
of using pure material of tailor-made microstructures, enabling
faster carbonation rates than in any natural environment. However, as the reaction needs to occur on timescales less than an
hour for feasible TCES applications, the passivating CaCO3layer becomes a major obstacle, giving a preference for applying
high p at low T conditions following the findings reported here.
Higher pressure, as geologically applicable by pumping to
deeper formations, is not a real technological option for TCES
implementation. Concisely summarized, the herein reported
results shall contribute to a sustainable climate and energy management delivering appropriate reaction conditions for the carbonation of CaO as model compound for CO2 fixation in carbon
capture applications as well as mechanistic insights into the
reaction for CaO-based materials for TCES at higher T.

4. Experimental Section
Starting Materials and Chemical Reactants: The reactions were
examined starting from a fine-grained powder sample of CaO (synthetic
lime) and using gaseous CO2 and deionized water. Nitrogen gas was
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used for neutral reference measurements and helium as a desiccating
purging gas. In addition to commercially available CaO (Sigma-Aldrich,
99.9% purity, art. No. 208159), most experiments were carried out
using a sample prepared by thermal decomposition from commercial
CaCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent, >99.95 purity, art. no. 398101).
CaO was obtained by calcination of the CaCO3 powder at 1173 K for
6.5 h in a muffle furnace (cf. Figure S11, Supporting Information). Both
CaO sample types were routinely characterized with respect to phase
impurities, crystallinity, average particle size, mean porosity, and specific
surface area using standard techniques of pXRD, SEM, and nitrogen
physisorption method. Compared to the commercial CaO product,
the CaO sample prepared by calcination has a slightly larger porosity
and surface area, which appears to be due to the lower calcination
temperatures compared to the commercial sample. The CO2 gas (carbon
dioxide 4.5, 99.995% purity, article no. 103040501), N2 gas (nitrogen 5.0,
99.999% purity, article no. 100542501) and He gas (helium 5.0, 99.999%
purity, article no. 102532501) were provided by Messer Austria GmbH
and used as supplied without any further treatment.
Analytical Methods: Nitrogen Physisorption: The specific surface
area of the two CaO samples was determined by applying nitrogen
physisorption technique and performed with an ASAP 2020 instrument
from Micromeritics. Each 200–300 mg sample material was degassed
under vacuum at 523 K for 12 h prior to the measurement. The
surface area was calculated according to Brunauer, Emmett, and
Teller and t-plot methods.[79] For the CaO prepared by calcination the
specific surface area is 9.11 ± 0.08 m2 g–1, at a pore volume measuring
0.112 ± 0.009 cm3 g–1 and an average pore width of 501.3 ± 3.4 Å. In
contrast, commercial CaO resulted in a surface area of 4.64 ± 0.07 m2 g–1
with a pore volume of 0.043 ± 0.004 cm³ g–1 and an average pore width
of 307.4 ± 2.3 Å.
SEM: SEM images (cf. Figure 6 and Figure S12, Supporting
Information) were recorded on an FEI Quanta SEM instrument under
low-vacuum conditions and in the presence of water vapor in order to
prevent electrostatic charging. The samples were mounted on carbon
pellets on top of the sample holder and plasma vacuum deposition was
used to coat the samples with a thin layer of gold to ensure appropriate
conductivity. The gold coating was performed using an AGAR
sputtering system at 10 mA for 30 s. The acceleration voltage during the
experiments was set to 15 kV. The working distance was 10.4 mm and the
spot size on the sample 2.5 nm.
Thermogravimetric Analyses (TGA): In order to determine the
approximate content of excess free water in the samples after the
experiment, the run products were analyzed with an SDTA851e
thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) from Mettler-Toledo using 70 µL
Al2O3 crucibles. The samples (about 3–4 mg) were heated up to 383 K
with 10 K min–1 under a permanent He-gas flow of 20 mL min–1. The
target temperature was hold constant for 60 min to ensure that all free
water was removed from the run product. The amount of evaporated
free water as determined from the weight loss ranges between 40 and
50 wt% for all 15 analyzed samples.
In Situ X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD): XRD Instrumentation: The
experimental setup used for all in situ measurements is shown in
Figure S13 in the Supporting Information. Figure S13a in the Supporting
Information shows the gas-reaction cell made of polyether ether ketone
(PEEK), equipped with a resistive heating unit made of stainless steel.
Also, the gas inlet and outlet can be seen in this view. Figure S13b in
the Supporting Information shows the diffractometer system, an STOE
StadiVari goniometer with an open Eulerian cradle, equipped with a
Incoatec Mo microsource and a Dectris PILATUS 300 K pixel detector.
The whole setup works for diffraction in transmission geometry with
the reaction chamber mounted on the Eulerian cradle at chi = 0°. All
measurements were carried out in stationary mode (2θ = 22°, ω = 0°)
using Mo radiation from an air-cooled Incoatec IµS molybdenum
microfocus tube operated at 50 kV/1 mA with a beam diameter of
≈100 µm full width at half maximum on the sample spot.
Sample Environment and Gas-Pressure Cell: The sample was exerted
to gas pressures between 1.0 and 5.0 MPa at moderate temperatures,
i.e., between room temperature (RT = 298 K) and 373 K inside the
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reaction chamber of an adapted gas-pressure reaction cell, modified
from the cell type described by Moury et al.[80] All experiments were
carried out using 1 mm thick PEEK windows used as X-ray transparent
window material. Pressures were controlled by means of a digital
manometer to within ± 20 kPa. Temperatures were monitored to within
±0.3 K through a K-type thermocouple directly implemented into the
gas-pressure reaction cell. About 1.5 mg CaO powder was placed inside
the cylindrically shaped reaction chamber (diameter: 3 mm, height:
1 mm). Deionized water was inserted through the gas capillary by using
a Hitachi Chromaster 5160 high performance liquid chromatography
pump. After evaporation of the water with a steam generator in a
separated supply line, the corresponding valve was opened at a partial
pressure twice to that of the CO2 gas pressure to ensure transportation
into the reaction chamber. Because the supply line was not heated
and the temperature in the reaction chamber was ≤373 K, the contact
between the CaO and hydrous CO2 pressure medium was achieved
with H2O in the liquid state and under water saturation, in order to
ensure a homogenous distribution of the water in the reaction chamber
and also within in sample. The condition of saturation was proven by
TGA analyses of the samples after each experimental series. Between
individual experiments the reaction cell itself but also all adjacent
capillaries were purged with pure helium in order to get rid of the
residual humidity. A scheme of the experimental setup and more detail
on the experimental procedure are provided in Text S3 and Figure S14 in
the Supporting Information.
X-Ray Diffraction Time Series: Consecutive pXRD measurements
were carried out with laboratory instrumentation recording single-frame
detector images at 120 s time resolution. 1D profile lines were integrated
from recorded Debye powder rings (Figure 1a) and subsequently
refined applying the Rietveld method.[81,82] The scale factors for the
individual crystalline phases determined from the applied refinements
were converted directly into relative mass fractions (Figure 1c). In total,
20 time series were finally recorded at five different p steps and four
distinct T points over a time interval of up to 3.6 × 103 s.
Data Evaluation and Rietveld Refinement: The individual frames
with recorded Debye rings were processed using the X-Area 1.72
software from STOE and Cie GmbH software in order to obtain
1D profile lines for subsequent quantitative evaluation. These
diffractograms were further evaluated using the PANalytical program
suite HighScorePlus v4.5. The phase contents shown in the conversion
plots were extracted from relative scale factors for the different phases,
as obtained from Rietveld refinements using the routines incorporated
in the program suite HighScorePlus v4.5. Details on the XRD data
collection strategies, the protocols of pXRD data evaluation and on
the refinement strategies are summarized in Text S4 in the Supporting
Information.
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